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Abstract—A systematic mapping study (SMS) of 

proposed EA measurement solutions was undertaken to 

provide an in-depth understanding of the claimed 

achievements and limitations in evidence-based research 

of enterprise architecture (EA). This SMS reports on 22 

primary studies on EA measurement solutions published 

up to the end of 2018. The primary studies were analyzed 

thematically and classified according to ten (10) mapping 

questions including, but not limited to, positioning of EA 

measurement solutions within EA schools of thought, 

analysis of consistency-inconsistency of the terms used 

by authors in EA measurement research, and an analysis 

of the references to the ISO 15939 measurement 

information model. Some key findings reveal that the 

current research on EA measurement solutions is focused 

on the ―enterprise IT architecting‖ school of thought, 

does not use rigorous terminology as found in science 

and engineering, and shows limited adoption of 

knowledge from other disciplines. The paper concludes 

with new perspectives for future research avenues in EA 

measurement.  

 

Index Terms—Enterprise architecture, EA measurement 

terminology, EA schools of thought, EA measurement 

solutions, EA concepts, EA project life cycle. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Today's organizations are operating in fast-paced 

business environments that entail emerging technologies 

and changing business needs [1], and these challenges 

increase pressure on organizations to survive, adapt and 

integrate with change [1,2]. Enterprise architecture (EA) 

was introduced in 1987 to manage and align technology 

with business needs, improve enterprise integration and 

reduce the gap between business and information 

technology (IT) [2]. The first years of EA research were 

focused on understanding EA, including the claimed 

benefits of EA [3] and created the expectation that EA 

would help improve decision-making, reduce IT costs, 

improve business processes and enhance the re-use of 

resources [4-8].  

However, EA comes at a price [9,10] and organizations 

planning to invest in it must be able to identify and 

quantify the expected benefits. Evaluating EA is therefore 

necessary to ensure that organizations are harvesting the 

expected benefits. For example, [66] proposed an EA 

value measurement framework in an attempt to measure 

the expected EA value, while others have suggested a 

―balanced scorecard‖ with a multi-perspective framework 

(financial, customer, internal, learning perspectives) for 

justifying investments in EA [11,12]. 

Due to its considerable expected benefits, interest in 

EA has increased in both academia and industry. The 

systematic literature review (SLR) in [3] reports that 

between 1987 and 2015 the number of peer-reviewed 

publications has grown 21% on average per year while 

the number of total publications has grown by 3%.   

Furthermore, in an attempt to facilitate the realization 

of EA benefits and value for organizations, other studies 

have proposed measurement solutions for EA from 

various angles including, but not limited to, EA quality 

[7], EA complexity [8], EA ROI [9], and EA risk [10]. 

However, what is the quality of these EA measurement 

solutions in terms of measurement and metrology criteria?  

When there is a growth of publications in a research 

field, it is useful and necessary to characterize the 

existing body of knowledge in order to identify the state 

of the art, including gaps and biases. For example, 

medical research has built a solid work in providing such 

summaries and classification schemes using evidence-

based research through systematic mapping studies (SMS) 

and systematic literature reviews (SLR) [11]. 

The objective of the study reported in this paper was to 

explore the research on EA measurement, classify related 

studies based on measurement criteria, and to identify 

gaps and limitations of EA measurement-related research 

to date. The motivation is to extend the body of 

knowledge about the state-of-the-art on EA measurement 

research and help shape future research avenues.  

 The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 

II presents the related work. Section III presents the 

research methodology of this systematic mapping study 

(SMS). Section IV details the answers to the mapping 
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questions selected for this study. Section V presents a 

discussion of findings and Section VI, the conclusions 

and future research avenues.  

 

II.  RELATED WORK 

The SLR in [12] distinguishes between the expected 

EA values supported by empirical evidence and those not 

supported by empirical evidence referred to as ―myths‖. It 

provides a synthesis of EA values supported by evidence 

and by five myths, pointing out a number of weaknesses 

in the EA research.  

The EA concept itself is often characterized 

ambiguously as highlighted in [13] where the challenges 

of a lack of common understanding of EA definitions and 

related factors are detailed. In line with their work on EA 

in the government sector to gain a better e-government 

service delivery, the SLR in [14] reports on EA readiness 

measurement mechanisms and EA readiness 

measurement factors that could assist government 

agencies in measuring their EA readiness.  

Apart from evidence-based research on understanding 

and conceptualization of EA, [15] focused on EA and 

visual analytics. Due to the dynamic changes in 

businesses and IT, enterprises need to adapt quickly, and 

EA analysis is one of the methods that stakeholders use in 

enterprise transformation. Since EA elements have 

diverse relations, EA analysis is highly complex. 

Therefore, [15] conducted an SLR in order to investigate 

the state-of-the-art on visual analytics in enterprise 

architecture management (EAM).  

The SMS study in [2] identified the role of EA in 

enterprise integration, and reported on the state-of-the art 

on the subject including gaps and limitations.  

The SLR in [16] provides an overview of EA 

evaluation research. The findings were synthesized by 

examining different evaluated EA elements, such as 

architecture, IT projects & initiatives, services & 

applications, and business elements. One of the main 

findings was that EA evaluation is a complex task that 

can be viewed from various perspectives. SLR [17] also 

explores the challenges in EA post-implementation 

evaluation research. The main findings were synthesized 

into three main challenges: lack of structured models, 

difficulties in EA evaluation, and lack of evaluation 

method. 

Of all the SLR-SMS on EA, only three explicitly 

addressed EA measurement and EA evaluation [16-18]. 

Furthermore, the existing EA evaluation methods focused 

on business and IT alignment or on architecture maturity 

while ignoring all other parts of EA implementation [17]. 

All other SLR-SMS focused on proposing EA 

measurement solutions without an analysis of the 

corresponding limitations and gaps. 

In this paper, we report on an extended version of our 

initial SMS study in [18] and we go beyond the 

limitations of the related work on EA measurement 

research. In addition, we investigate and analyze a 

number of additional research questions, including:  

 

 The positioning of proposed EA measurement 

solutions within the EA project life cycle. 
 A classification of the research type (e.g., 

evaluation research) of the proposed EA 

measurement solutions. 
 A classification of EA measurement techniques 

used or adopted from other disciplines to support 

the design of EA measurement solutions. 
 An extended analysis of consistency-inconsistency 

of the terms used by the authors in EA 

measurement research (e.g., measurement, 

evaluation, assessment, analysis, etc.). 
 An analysis of the proposed measurement 

solutions based on the ISO 15939 measurement 

information model. 
 

III.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

While an SLR explores and evaluates primary studies 

based on best practices [11], an SMS classifies the 

primary studies into specific categories according to the 

selected mapping questions in order to identify the 

research themes and explain the structure of the literature. 

In this SMS, the research objective was to provide 

classification schemes and evidence-based research. We 

followed the SMS guidelines of [19-21] on mapping 

questions, search strategy, study selection and data 

extraction – see Fig.1. The outcome was a set of 22 

relevant primary studies to be used to answer the mapping 

questions.  

 

 

Fig.1. Search methodology to select primary studies 

A.  Mapping questions 

The mapping questions (MQ) selected for this SMS 

together with their related objectives are given in Table 1. 

B.  Search & selection processes 

Selecting the relevant electronic databases is one of the 

main steps toward answering the mapping questions. 

Based on six databases (AIS, Compendex, IEEE, Inspec, 

Scopus, and SpringLink) our SMS used a combination of 

keywords to create nine search strings – see Table 2.  
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The search and selection processes were divided into 

the following phases: 

 

Phase 1: Initially, the nine search strings were applied 

with filters limiting the search to explore titles and 

abstracts of journal papers. The rationale for limiting the 

search to journals derives from the general practice at 

conferences to present preliminary results and later 

publish in journals the detailed and complete analysis.  

After exploring the databases using the search strings in 

Table 2, 771 candidate primary studies were identified.  

Table 1. Mapping questions and objectives. Revised and extended from [18] 

ID Mapping Question Objective 

MQ1 
What are the sources of publication on EA 

measurement? 
To discover where EA measurement research is published. 

MQ2 
How has publication on EA measurement 
changed over time? 

To discover the timeline of EA measurement publications. 

MQ3 
Which "EA schools of thought" have 

addressed research in EA measurement? 

To help identify which EA schools of thought have addressed research in EA 

measurement, and which have not, thereby leaving aspects of EA unexamined. 

MQ4 
Where are EA measurement solutions 

helpful in the EA project lifecycle? 

To discover where the proposed EA measurement solution can be used in the EA 
project life cycle. This will help researchers design EA measurement solutions 

capable of assisting organizations to measure EA throughout the EA project life 

cycle. 

MQ5 
What were the research intentions of EA 

measurement research? 

To discover the intentions and motivations behind conducting research in EA 
measurement. This will provide the research community with insights on current 

research directions. 

MQ6 
What are the most popular research types in 
EA measurement literature? 

To discover which research types have been most frequently used, and to determine 
gaps and candidate avenues for future research.  

MQ7 

What are the most frequently adopted 

foundations from other fields (disciplines), 

including the EA field, in EA measurement 
research?  

To provide a classification scheme of the techniques used to date to design or 

propose EA measurement solutions from other fields, including the EA field. This 

will provide an understanding of how EA measurement solutions have been 
designed and allow determination of gaps and candidate avenues for future research. 

MQ8 

What are the EA measurement solutions 

described in the EA literature, and what is 
the terminology most used? 

To identify the EA concepts or attributes targeted for measurement and the 

terminology most used to describe EA measurement solutions. 

MQ9 

What measurement terms are most 

frequently used in EA measurement 
research? Are measurement, evaluation, 

assessment and analysis used 

interchangeably? 

To recognize the most frequently used measurement-related semantics in EA 

measurement literature. In addition, to identify the consistency-inconsistency usage 
of measurement-related semantics (interchangeability). It is expected that there is no 

clear definition of each term in the primary studies, nor a differentiation between the 

distinct terms. 

MQ10 
Is EA measurement research referencing 
the ISO 15939 standard on software 

process measurement? 

To identify  the presence of ISO 15939 within the text and references of the 
primary studies as an indicator of the awareness of the authors of the measurement 

terms consensually used in science and engineering. 

 

Phase 2: Since the 771 primary studies may contain 

duplicates among the six databases for each search string, 

and among the six databases overall, pivot tables were 

used to remove duplicates, reducing the unique primary 

studies to a set of 233. 

Table 2. Search strings - revised from [18] 

String ID Search String 

String 1 
"Enterprise architecture" AND (measure OR 

evaluate OR assess) 

String 2 "Enterprise Architecture" AND Scorecard 

String 3 
"Enterprise Architecture" AND (benefit OR value 
OR impact) 

String 4 
―Enterprise architecture‖ AND (success OR 

effectiveness) 

String 5 "Enterprise architecture" AND Quality 

String 6 "Enterprise architecture" AND Maturity 

String 7 "Enterprise architecture" AND Realization 

String 8 
Enterprise architecture‖ AND "Quantitative 
analysis" 

String 9 ―Enterprise architecture‖ AND Performance 

 

Phase 3: To select the most relevant primary studies out 

of the 233, the following inclusion and exclusion criteria 

were defined. 
 

Inclusion: the primary studies meeting the following 

criteria were selected:   

 

 Exact keyword ―enterprise architecture‖ is present 

in the title of the primary study; 

Exact keyword ―measurement,‖ or (evaluation, 

assessment, analysis) is present in the title and/or 

the entire text of the primary study; 

 Only the most recent publication for a study 

reported more than once; 

 Discusses an EA measurement solution - this can 

be, but not limited to, method, theory, framework 

and tool.   

 

Exclusion: primary studies not meeting the inclusion 

criteria above were removed. 

Phase 4: Then, by an additional scanning on the databases, 

two (2) additional conference papers were added. The 

selection criteria (high-quality criteria) for selecting the 

additional papers are as follows:  

 

 Provide answers to all MQs. 

 Mention ISO 15939, or propose measurement 

units with mathematical basis.  
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C.  Data extraction through coding 

Data extraction is a key step in SMS. Here, the type of 

mapping questions and the objectives we developed led us 

to analyze documents rich in textual content. These 

documents represent the raw data to be interpreted for 

conducting data extraction and analysis. Therefore, 

thematic analysis, which plays a significant role in data 

reduction, was selected as the analysis tool [20]. Thematic 

analysis starts with reading the primary studies (raw data), 

and then assigning codes (labels) to the text where these 

codes can be inductive (data driven) and/or deductive 

(pre-defined list). Assigning codes is an iterative process 

where the researcher can create additional codes, and/or 

merge with others. Hence, the codes will ultimately allow 

creating a theme [21].  

A theme is a coherent integration that captures 

something important about the data with respect to the 

research questions. It reduces a large amount of text into 

smaller units, which allows the researcher to build a level 

of abstraction. Therefore, it is an expression of the latent 

content of the text [22].  

Data extraction for MQ1 and MQ2 was based on a pre-

defined list of codes extracted directly from the databases: 

article title, year of publication, and source of publication. 

For MQ1 and MQ2 no effort was made to read the latent 

meanings behind the text.  

Data extraction for MQ3 was based on pre-defined 

codes to determine the type of EA based on the taxonomy 

of the three EA schools of thought in[23]:   

 

 Enterprise IT architecting: ―EA is about aligning 

enterprise IT assets (through strategy, design, and 

management) to effectively execute the business 

strategy and various operations using proper IT 

capabilities‖.   

 Enterprise integrating: ―EA is about designing all 

facets of the enterprise. The goal is to execute the 

enterprise strategy by maximizing overall 

coherency between all of its facets—including IT.‖    

 Enterprise ecological adaption: ―EA is about 

fostering organizational learning by designing all 

facets of the enterprise -including its relationship 

to its environment - to enable innovation and 

system-in-environment adaption.‖   

 

Data extraction for MQ4 was based on a pre-defined 

list of codes to determine where the EA measurement 

solution can be used within an EA project life cycle. For 

this SMS, we adopted the EA project life cycle of [6] 

where the phases provide traceability of the EA project, 

and provide information about where in the cycle EA 

value may be created: 

 

 Development: In the development phase, EA is 

developed and maintained. This phase corresponds 

to the Architecture Development Method (ADM) 

phases of: architecture vision, business 

architecture, information systems architectures and 

technology architecture. 

 Realization (implementation): In the realization 

phase, the projects are defined and carried out to 

implement the changes defined in the EA. This 

phase corresponds to the ADM phases of: 

opportunities and solutions, migration planning 

and implementation governance. 
 Use: After implementation, changes have been 

implemented in the organization and the promised 

benefits should materialize. This corresponds to 

architecture change management in ADM of 

TOGAF 9.1. 
 

Data extraction for MQ5 was based on data driven 

codes to investigate the research intentions on EA 

measurement research in order to gain insights into the 

relevance of the research to stakeholders. This is a 

valuable piece of information for outlining research 

directions. Hence, the codes for this question were 

extracted by identifying phrases in the primary studies 

that indicate research intentions such as, but not limited 

to, ―the key contribution is...‖, ―this investigation helps 

organizations to...‖  

Data extraction for MQ6 was based on a pre-defined list 

of codes. The objective of MQ6 was to provide the EA 

community with a classification scheme of the most 

popular research types in the EA measurement literature. 

The classification type and criteria in EA measurement 

research of [11] were adopted:  

 

 Validation research: A primary study where the 

measurement solution is not yet implemented in 

practice with an industry partner, but however uses 

statistics, hypothesis, or regression analysis to test 

a model or to validate a research hypothesis 

related to the EA measurement solution.  

 Evaluation research: A primary study that has an 

industry partner and implements the EA 

measurement solution in practice with the industry 

partner.  

 Solution proposal: A primary study that has no 

industry partner and explains the potential benefits 

of the EA measurement solution but has no 

statistics, hypothesis, or regression analysis, and is 

not yet implemented in practice. 

 Philosophical research: A primary study that 

provides taxonomy on EA measurement research, 

structures the EA measurement research field, and 

provides a new way of looking and understanding 

the EA measurement literature.  

 

Data extraction for MQ7 was based on data driven 

codes to provide a classification for which foundations 

have been established in other fields (disciplines) of 

engineering or business, or from the EA field, in order to 

design the EA measurement solution. 

Data extraction for MQ8 was based on data driven 

codes to identify the most frequently used terminology to 

describe EA measurement solutions, and to identify the 

EA concepts or attributes targeted in each EA 

measurement solution. Two different levels of research 
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were investigated:    

 

1. The abstraction level to find the main concept (EA 

concept) for the EA measurement solution. 

2. The detailed level to investigate a decomposed EA 

concept (sub-concept) for the EA measurement 

solution.  

 

Data extraction for MQ9 was based on a pre-defined list 

of codes where the following definitions of measurement, 

evaluation, assessment, and analysis do not share the same 

meaning: 

 

 Evaluation [24]: The process of determining merit, 

value or worth. The six basic components of 

evaluation are: target, criteria, yardstick (the ideal 

target against which the real target is to be 

compared), data gathering techniques, synthesis 

techniques, and the evaluation process.   

 Assessment [25]: A procedure which includes 

initiating the assessment, planning the assessment, 

briefing, data acquisition (normally through 

interviews and a review of documents), process 

rating (outcome of the assessment), and reporting 

results. 

 Measurement [26]: in the measurement context 

model and the ISO 15939 measurement 

information model measurement can be: a method 

of assigning a numerical value to an object, the 

action of measuring, the result of measurement, 

the use of measurement results, or any of these.  

 

Data extraction for MQ10 was also based on a pre-

defined list of codes. Until recently, the maturity of EA 

measurement solutions concerning metrology had not 

been identified as a qualitative issue in EA measurement 

research. In particular, it was not clear whether EA 

measurement solutions incorporated measurement 

standards in the attempt to propose EA measurement 

solutions. Consequently, through MQ10 we investigated if 

the literature on EA measurement referred to the ISO 

15939 measurement information model and terminology. 

To extract data and answers for MQ10, we used a 

search tool to find the words ISO 15939 and/or the 

International Vocabulary of Metrology (VIM) from the 

list of references of each primary study. The primary 

studies were classified into:  

 

 Primary studies not using ISO 15939 where none 

of the words (ISO, ISO 15939 and/or VIM) was 

found in the references.  

 Primary studies likely to use ISO 15939 where at 

least one of the words (ISO, ISO 15939 and/or 

VIM) was present in the list of references. The 

presence of these words in the references list does 

not assure that the primary study follows ISO 

15939. Rather it represents a potential for these 

primary studies to be aligned with ISO 15939 and 

requires further investigation and analysis.     

 

D.  Intercoder reliability  

―Content analysis is a research technique for making 

replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other 

meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use‖ [27]. The 

technique of content analysis follows consecutive steps 

beginning from data source search & selection (electronic 

databases), primary studies selection, creating the 

codebook, coding the text of the primary studies, 

analyzing the text, and ending with drawing inferences. 

Content analysis, based on human intellectual abilities, 

reflects the researcher‘s opinion on the subject [27]. As a 

result, there is a possibility for biased research results 

based on subjective judgments and opinions.  

We used the  planning guide of [28] for the best 

practices of codebook development and coding 

instructions for each mapping question. The goal of the 

codebook was to reproduce the research results with a 

certain level of agreement between coders. In this SMS, 

two coders were given instructions to code the primary  

studies and obtain codes and themes for the mapping 

questions, then left alone to code accordingly. 

To represent the intercoder reliability (i.e. reliability 

between coders) we used the Krippendorff alpha about 

reliability best practices on calculating alpha [27]. 

To confirm the external validity of this SMS, the 

classification was validated by recoding a sample of 53 

primary studies. 

Intercoder reliability is only calculated for the mapping 

questions involving coder interpretations: MQ3, MQ4, 

MQ5, MQ6, MQ7, MQ8, and MQ9. 

The two coders had similar coding for MQ3, MQ4, 

MQ7, MQ8, and MQ9 but had some coding differences 

for MQ5 and MQ6. Therefore, the Krippendorff alpha 

coefficient was calculated to find the level of agreement 

on MQ5 and MQ6, and at  0.87, it corresponded to a high 

agreement amongst the coders, the maximum being 1.0. 

 

IV.  RESULTS: ANSWERS TO THE MAPPING QUESTIONS 

This section presents the coding results (e.g., answers) 

to the mapping questions for the 22 primary studies. 

These answers provide an understanding of the structure 

of this research area and insights into its limitations and 

gaps. 

A.  Answers to MQ1 & MQ2 

MQ1: The 22 primary studies have been published in 

21 distinct publication sources: two in ―Information 

Systems and e-Business Management‖ and the rest in 20 

separate journals – see APPENDIX A.    

MQ2: Fig.2 shows one to two publications from 2004 

to 2010, two to three from 2011 to 2016, and a range of 

one to three from 2015 to the end of 2018. The trend line 

shows a slowly increasing publication pattern, but this is 

still a fairly low number of publications on EA 

measurement over a period of almost 15 years. 
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Fig.2. Number of publications over time (answers to MQ2) 

B.  Answers to MQ3 

The objective of MQ3 was to investigate and discover 

which EA schools of thought had  addressed EA 

measurement-related issues. Fig.3 shows that almost 80% 

of EA measurement research was addressed within the 

―enterprise IT architecting‖ school of thought, with much 

less within the other two EA schools of thought.  

 

 

Fig.3. EA schools of thought (answers to MQ3) 

 

Fig.4. Targeted use of EA measurement solutions within the EA project 
life cycle (answers to MQ4) 

B.  Answers to MQ4 

The objective of MQ4 was to investigate where within 

the EA project life cycle a proposed EA measurement 

solution can be used. Fig.4 shows that:  

 

 27% were used during the development phase, e.g.,  

before spending costs and resources on EA. 

 27% support practitioners after implementing EA, 

e.g., EA use. 

 9% support EA in two phases: development  and 

use 

 5 % in the implementation phase,. 

 32% of the primary studies (NA) did not take into 

account the EA life cycle when proposing an EA 

mesurement solution.  

C.  Answers to MQ5 

The objective of MQ5 was to investigate the research 

intentions that motivated researchers to propose EA 

measurement solutions.  Fig.5 shows the distribution of 

the research intentions in the primary studies:     

 27% to facilitate organizational understanding of EA. 

 18% to facilitate organizational decision-making 

ability in selecting EA initiatives. 

 15% to assist organization in EA implementation. 

 10% to assist organizations to manage EA spending 

and measure EA financial returns. 

 

 

Fig.5. Intentions of EA measurement research (answers to MQ5) 

D.  Answers to MQ6 

The objective of MQ6 was to provide a classification 

scheme of the literature on EA measurement by 

identifying the research types used in EA measurement 

research.  

Fig.6 shows the distribution of the research types in 

these primary studies: 

 

 36% evaluation research,  

 35% validation research,  

 23% solution proposal‖, and  

 5% philosophical research‖.  
 

 

Fig.6. Research type distribution in the EA measurement literature 
(answers to MQ6) 

E.  Answers to MQ7 

The objective of MQ7 was to explore the techniques 
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used to design or propose EA measurement solutions from 

other fields, including the EA field. Fig.7 shows that in 

these primary studies: 

 

 The majority (e.g., 64%) refers to EA literature in 

order to design and structure the EA measurement 

solutions.  

 36% refer to foundations from various fields, 

including the AHP method, a widely accepted 

decision-making technique, balanced scorecards, 

IS success model, and financial principles.   
 

 
Fig.7. Foundations of EA measurement solutions (answers to MQ7) 

F.  Answers to MQ8  

The first objective of MQ8 was to investigate the 

terminology used to describe EA measurement solutions. 

Fig.8 indicates that:  

 

 50% of the primary studies used ―model‖ to 

describe their measurement solution.  

 23% used ―method‖. 

 9% used ―framework‖.  

 9% used ―approach‖. 

 9% did not use any terminology to describe their 

measurement solutions. 

 

Having identified the terminology used to describe the 

EA measurement solutions, the second objective of MQ8 

was to identify what measurement concepts were being 

measured, evaluated, analyzed, or assessed. To measure 

an attribute, the concept to be measured needs to be 

defined and characterized [26].  

Characterization is accomplished by identifying how 

the sub-concepts contribute to the concept to be measured 

(e.g., the size of the software code). Therefore, the EA 

measurement solutions presented in Fig.8 were analyzed 

and coded to find the EA concepts and sub-concepts  of 

each EA measurement solution including the terminology 

used by the researchers themselves. For example, in the 

center right-hand side of Fig.8, the proposed ‗framework‘ 

solution  attempts to measure the impact of EA, meaning 

that the concept to be measured was identified as 

―impact‖, and its sub-concept was identified as ―ROI‖ – 

the return on investments.  

G.  Answers to MQ9  

The objective of MQ9 was to recognize the most 

frequently used measurement-related semantics in the EA 

measurement literature. Fig.9 shows that in these primary 

studies interchangeably used the combination without a 

clear definition of each term, nor a differentiation 

between the distinct terms. For example: 

 

 27% of the primary studies interchangeably 

referred to ―measurement & analysis‖. 

 27% of the primary studies interchangeably 

referred to ―measurement & evaluation & 

assessment‖. 

 

 
Fig.8. Concepts & sub-concepts for each EA measurement solution (answers to MQ8) 
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Fig.9. Measurement-related semantics and terms (answers to MQ9) 

H.  Answers to MQ10  

The objective of MQ10 was to explore the presence of 

ISO 15939 within the text and references of the primary 

studies. The findings indicate that:  

 

 ISO 15939 is not present in 95% of the primary 

studies. Consequently, these primary studies are 

classified as not utilizing ISO 15939 in their EA 

measurement design.  

 Only one primary study [A13] mentioned ISO 

15939 within the text.  However, mentioning ISO 

15939 in the text or references was not of a 

sufficient detail to classify the primary study as 

utilizing ISO 15939 in its proposed EA 

measurement design.  

 

V.  DISCUSSION 

This section discusses the key findings from this SMS 

that may guide future improvements in EA measurement 

research. 

The limited number of primary studies published in 

journals, as the answers to MQ1 and MQ2, show 

evidence that the research on EA measurement is still 

emerging. This could indicate either a lack of interest or a 

major research challenge in tackling EA measurement 

issues. 

From the answers to MQ3, the ―Enterprise IT 

Architecting‖  EA school of thought has by far published 

the largest majority of EA measurement solutions. 

According to [23], each EA school of thought has a 

different belief system (i.e. definitions, concerns, and 

assumptions) and a different vision which impacts on 

what the EA school of thought maintains it  can deliver to 

the organization.  

Therefore, measuring ―Enterprise IT Architecting‖ 

implies that measurement solutions were limited to the 

design of technological solutions, with a focus on 

assuring high quality models that include planning 

scenarios. 

Furthermore, the research on EA measurement has 

mostly been limited to providing information on how EA 

can assist aligning enterprise IT assests and business 

strategy execution. Since EA measurement contributions 

have mostly been limited to the IT aspects of EA  the 

state-of-the-art on EA measurement lacks an all inclusive 

perspective on EA measurement solutions. In fact, there 

is a scarcity of information on EA-related organizational 

efficiency and EA-related organizational innovation and 

sustainability. Thus, researchers need to look to design 

solutions to questions about how to measure enterprise 

ecological adaption and enterprise integration, the other 

major schools of thought in EA measurement.  

From the answers to MQ4 it is observed that the 

majority of EA solutions focused on  the development 

and post-implemention phases of an EA project. Given 

that EA comes at a large cost and requires considerable 

human and financial resources, EA measurement should 

support management throughout the EA project life cycle. 

Therefore, future research is needed to design innovative 

EA measurement solutions for all the distinct phases of 

the EA life cycle.   

From the answers to MQ5, we observed that research 

intentions were diverse, each primary study individually 

proposing an EA measurement solution to support the 

organization from a distinct perspective and standpoint. 

For instance, the research intention of some primary 

studies was to attempt to explain how EA adds value to 

the organization, while other studies discussed how to 

facilitate organizational decision making to select the 

most valuable EA initiative. Furthermore, none of these 

research intentions was aiming to improve the design of 

EA measurement solutions, or to design measurement 

solutions based on recognized measurement theories and 

best practices. 

From the answers to MQ6, the majority of the primary 

studies fell under evaluation research and validation 

research. In evaluation research, researchers attempt to 

evaluate the proposed EA measurement solutions and 

determine the impact and outcomes of these solutions on 

organizations. These outcomes can provide readers 

insights about whether the research intentions and design 

of the EA measurement solution meets the intended 

objectives and benefits, including benefits to the 

organization. This contrast with the primary studies that 

fell under validation research: these measurement 

solutions were not yet implemented in practice with an 

industry partner. Readers of these primary studies would 

not therefore gain insights about the benefits of these EA 

measurement solutions on the organization. Therefore, 

researchers are encouraged to design more evaluation 

research on EA measurement. 

From the answers to MQ7, the majority (64% - Fig.7) 

of the primary studies did not adopt knowledge from 

disciplines other than the emerging EA literature itself to 

propose an EA measurement solution. In other words, the 

majority conducted a literature review on EA 

measurement, and proposed an EA measurement solution 

based on this limited scope. For instance, primary study 

[A19] proposed an EA measurement solution (model) on 

such concepts as EA maturity stage, IT alignment, and 
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operational IT effectiveness.  On the other hand, 36% of 

the primary studies adopted concepts and practices from 

other disciplines in EA measurement. For instance, 

primary study [A9] proposed an approach to measure EA 

scenarios based on AHP method – a widely accepted 

decision-making technique. This being said and given 

that EA measurement research is still emerging and only 

slowly increasing (see MQ2 findings of this study), 

adopting measurement best practices and guidelines from 

other disciplines, such as science or engineering, to EA 

measurement research is a key direction to develop not 

only innovative but also sound EA measurement 

solutions. In addition, addressing the limitations found in 

the EA measurement solutions proposed to date is 

another key priority.    

From the answers to MQ8,  the majority of the primary 

studies used the words ―model‖ & ―method‖ as 

terminologies to describe their measurement solutions. 

According to [26], the measurement context model 

describes three uses of the term ―measurement‖: the 

design of the measurement method, the application of the 

measurement method, and the exploitation of the 

measurement results in quantitative or qualitative models. 

Furthermore,  considering that measurement models and 

measurement methods are not the same [26] and based on 

the answers for MQ8, EA measurement models, methods 

and other EA measurement solutions should be analyzed 

and evaluated from a measurement and metrology 

perspective. This evaluation can lead to innovative and 

sound design of EA measurement solutions that meet 

measurement and metrology best practices. Futheremore, 

based on the answers to MQ8, the terminologies used to 

describe EA measurement solutions were diverse and 

overlapping. For instance, different primary studies 

proposed an approach on EA scenario, a method on EA 

scenario, and a framework on EA scenario. However, it is 

not clear how these measurement solutions differ, and 

even whether the meaning of ―scenario‖ among these 

different solutions is the same. Hence, future research 

avenues may provide designs of EA measurement 

solutions that adequately address terminology issues in 

EA measurement research.  

From the findings for MQ9, the research on EA 

measurement has inconsistently used distinct 

measurement terms and semantics. For example, 

approximatly 68% of the primary studies interchangeably 

used terms such as measurement, evaluation, assessment, 

and analysis. Since these terms refer to distinct concepts 

in measurement, this shows that the EA measurement 

literature lacks the terminology rigor that we find in 

engineering disciplines and science. EA measurement 

researchers should therefore adopt the measurement 

terminology used in mature fields.  

From the answers to MQ10, ISO 15939 is present in 

almost none of the primary studies in the references list. 

Consequently, this indicates that the primary studies may 

not be considering measurement best practices in their 

design of EA measurement solutions. Hence, another 

research avenue is improving the design of EA 

measurement solutions based on the large consensus of 

metrology terms and best practices.  

 

VI.  CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

The literature on enterprise architecture (EA) posits 

that EA is of considerable value for organizations due to 

its expected significant benefits towards helping 

organizations achieve their business and effectiveness 

goals by aligning IT initiatives with business objectives. 

However, while the EA literature documents a number of 

proposals for EA measurement solutions, there is little 

evidence-based research to support the achievements and 

limitations of EA measurement research findings. In 

other words, few researchers have performed systematic 

reviews on enterprise architecture measurement topics.  

This paper has reported on a systematic mapping study 

(SMS) of proposed EA measurement solutions. The study 

identified 22 relevant primary studies published from 

2004 to the end of 2018, which were read and analyzed 

according to the objectives of ten mapping questions 

(MQ1-MQ10). The 22 studies were explored from 

various perspectives including, but not limited to, 

positioning of the EA measurement solution within an 

EA project life cycle, analysis of consistency-

inconsistency of the terms used by authors in EA 

measurement research, and an analysis of references to 

the ISO 15939 measurement information model. 

The SMS also undertook a classification of the 

research area within the primary studies revealing 

significant gaps and limitations. For instance, the findings 

indicate a limited adoption of knowledge from other 

disciplines in proposing an EA measurement solution, 

and in addition, that current EA research lacks the 

terminology rigor that found in science and engineering. 

This SMS represents a first step in investigating and 

presenting new perspectives for future research in EA 

measurement research including: 

 

 Designing EA measurement solutions that can 

contribute to the different EA schools of thought. 

 Designing EA measurement solutions that can 

support the full EA project life cycle. 

 Resolving the issues regarding consistency-

inconsistency of using distinct terminologies such 

as ―measurement,‖ ―evaluation,‖ ―analysis,‖ and 

―assessment.‖   

 Resolving the overlap of various measured 

concepts and sub-concepts to ensure widely 

accepted EA measurement solutions. 

 Adopting knowledge from mature disciplines that 

provide guidelines and best practices on 

measurement and metrology.  

 

In the interest of high quality primary studies, this 

SMS was focusing on primary studies published in 

journals. Thus, the primary studies that were analyzed 

may be a relatively small portion of the total publications 

on EA measurement research. This may affect the 

generalization of results of the 22 primary studies. 
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However, since the majority of the selected primary 

studies of this SMS are published in journals, we believe 

that that the quality and credibility of the primary articles 

is relatively high and representative. In future work, this 

SMS could be extended to include conference papers and 

books as well. 
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